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hh2 Cloud Services Hires Michael Newland as Director of Development 

Kaysville, Utah, 01/25/2021: hh2 Cloud Services today announced Michael Newland’s hiring as 
the Director of Product Management. Michael Newland, formerly the CEO of Event 1 Software, 
brings a valuable set of software development and managerial skills to the company. Michael’s 
vast experience in construction industry workflow development, coupled with his involvement 
in enterprise resource planning systems integration, makes him a critical addition to the future 
of hh2. 

As CEO of Event 1 Software, Michael headed the development of several innovative 
construction-industry products. He specialized in creating groundbreaking software solutions 
and integrating them with the most prominent construction business management systems—
such as Sage, Viewpoint, and Oracle. 

Michael comes to hh2 with remarkable construction-industry experience. “The construction 
industry has its nuances when it comes to workflow management,” said Michael. “Construction 
is decentralized, with some work occurring in the home office, but most of it happening in the 
field. Every job site is different. Construction cloud solutions must offer flexibility, portability, 
and a heavy grounding in the details that make Construction unique. You need to think about 
industry requirements such as cost and job codes, lien contracts, unions and certifications, 
equipment billing—the list goes on.” 

When it comes to working at hh2 Cloud Services, Michael expresses his optimism for the future. 
“We have a great opportunity at hh2 Cloud Services to not only take existing products to the 
next level but to build new solutions. hh2 already has an excellent record when it comes to 
addressing construction-sector workflow needs. I have confidence in the executive team’s 
strategy. We plan to double-down on our already impressive products while offering a host of 
even more enticing tools in the future. All I can say is if you like what we have now, just wait 
until you see what’s coming down the pipeline.” 

The hh2 executive team welcomes Michael Newland to the company and anticipates that he 
will play a significant role in hh2’s prosperous future. 

About hh2 Cloud Services: After nearly two decades, hh2 Cloud Services continues to advance 
cloud-based services for construction companies. hh2 offers point solutions for time entry, 
punch clock, AP routing & approval, credit card transaction coding, routing & approval, 
reimbursement coding, routing & approval, human resources, daily logs, service management, 
data aggregation, and pay stubs. hh2 also provides the best integration with construction 
accounting systems with the Universal Construction Model® (UCM®) 

 


